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Abstract

Patients with tooth grinding habits may tend to wear through the occlusal surfaces of stainless steel crowns. A technique is described which prevents this problem by increasing metal occlusal surface thickness of the crown.

Introduction

Since the 1950's, stainless steel crowns have become widely used for restoration of primary teeth.1-5 The crown provides a means of restoring a primary molar with reasonable assurance that the tooth will require no additional treatment before exfoliation.

Recently, stainless steel crowns have been advocated for restoration of permanent posterior teeth in certain cases.6,7 When the crowns are carefully adapted and precise fit is assured, they can serve as fine interim restorations for young permanent teeth with special problems.

Some disadvantages of stainless steel crowns are; difficulty in performing ideal adaptation,6,7,8 cement dissolution, recurrent marginal caries, predisposition for gingival inflammation,6,9,10 and wear of the occlusal surface of the crown completely through the metal.6

The author has treated a number of children who have active tooth grinding habits and have also required stainless steel crowns for restoration of carious teeth. In several cases the bruxism habit was so severe, that within one year of crown placement, the occlusal surfaces were worn through. This led to salivary leakage and cement dissolution (Figure 1).

The purpose of this paper is to describe a clinical technique which increases the occlusal surface thick-

Figure 1. Eight months after placement, a stainless steel crown is seen with wear through the occlusal surface. Salivary leakage has led to cement dissolution, loosening of the crown, and buccal gingival inflammatory changes.

Technique

A child at risk of grinding through a stainless steel crown may be identified by history of bruxism as reported by the parents, and by careful observation of wear patterns in the mouth. Study models are also
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quite helpful in revealing areas of abnormal enamel abrasion from bruxism. Although difficult to diagnose, hypertrophy of the masseter muscles may also suggest a chronic tooth grinding habit.

When it is expected that a patient may wear through a crown, the following technique is advocated:

1) Perform the recommended procedures for stainless steel crown preparation. Select a non-precrimped Unitek brand preformed crown which would normally be suitable for proper restoration of the tooth.

2) Prior to crown adaptation select a Unitek brand crown of the next smallest size. Using a high speed carbide bur, cut the occlusal table from the smaller crown (Figure 2a). The periphery of the metal should be smoothed with a rotary wheel. Since Unitek brand crowns are machined so that any one size fits perfectly within the next larger size, the cut occlusal surface adapts well to the internal aspect of the selected crown.

3) After roughening the inside surface of the larger crown and the occlusal surface of the smaller crown segment with a diamond stone, place pieces of silver solder inside the larger crown and soldering flux on the smaller segment (Figure 2b). Place the cut occlusal segment over the solder within the crown. A high-heat, fine-flame torch is then used to melt the solder, attaching the two stainless steel surfaces. Excess solder expressed around the internal margins suggests even solder flow. A metal instrument or graphite pencil point may be used to gently push the stainless steel surfaces together while the solder is flowing to eliminate void spaces.

4) The internal aspect of the crown is then roughened with an abrasive stone or diamond bur, and excess solder is removed.

5) Crown finishing then proceeds as usual.

Cross sections of the unprepared crown can be compared to the crown as supplied by the manufacturer (Figure 3). It is apparent that surface thickness is greatly increased. The only modification in tooth preparation which may be necessitated by this technique is that occlusal reduction may need to be somewhat increased. Careful attention in rounding of occlusoaxial line angles also aids in proper crown seating. Increased occlusal surface thickness has not proven to be problematic in adapting or cementing the crown.

Figure 2. a) The occlusal table is cut from the smaller crown. (b) Silver solder pieces are placed within the larger crown, and soldering flux is spread on the occlusal surface of the smaller crown segment.

Figure 3. Cross sections of a crown as supplied by the manufacturer above are compared with a crown after occlusal surface thickness has been increased.

It is recognized that the heat applied for soldering may alter metallurgical properties of the stainless steel. Although such changes have not been seen to be of clinical importance, it would be interesting to test the physical properties of the treated crown for comparison with those of a crown as supplied by the manufacturer.

The author has used the technique in a number of cases over a two year period and to this date (March, 1980) no crown has been observed to be worn through and no other unusual clinical problems have arisen.

Summary

A clinical technique for increasing the thickness of the occlusal surfaces of stainless steel crowns is described. The technique has been successful in cases with children who have tooth grinding habits.
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